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ABSTRACT
The axisymmetric 3-D MHD outflow of cold plasma from a magnetized and rotating
astrophysical object is numerically simulated with the purpose of investigating the out-
flow’s magnetocentrifugal acceleration and eventual collimation. Gravity and thermal
pressure are neglected while a split-monopole is used to describe the initial magnetic
eld conguration. It is found that the stationary nal state depends critically on a sin-
gle parameter α expressing the ratio of the corotating speed at the Alfven distance to
the initial flow speed along the initial monopole-like magnetic eldlines. Several angular
velocity laws have been used for relativistic and nonrelativistic outflows. The acceler-
ation of the flow is most eective at the equatorial plane and the terminal flow speed
depends linearly on α. Signicant flow collimation is found in nonrelativistic ecient
magnetic rotators corresponding to relatively large values of α >∼ 1 while very weak
collimation occurs in inecient magnetic rotators with smaller values of α < 1. Part
of the flow around the rotation and magnetic axis is cylindrically collimated while the
remaining part obtains radial asymptotics. The transverse radius of the jet is inversely
proportional to α while the density in the jet grows linearly with α. For α >∼ 5 the
magnitude of the flow in the jet remains below the fast MHD wave speed everywhere.
In relativistic outflows, no collimation is found in the supersonic region for parameters
typical for radio pulsars. All above results verify the main conclusions of general theo-
retical studies on the magnetic acceleration and collimation of outflows from magnetic
rotators and extend previous numerical simulations to large stellar distances.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Plasma outflows from the environment of stellar or galactic
objects, in the form of collimated jets is a widespread phe-
nomenon in astrophysics. The most dramatic illustration of
such highly collimated outflows may be perhaps found in rel-
atively nearby regions of star formation; for example, in the
Orion Nebula alone the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) has
observed hundreds of aligned Herbig-Haro objects (O’Dell
& Wen, 1994). In particular, recent HST observations show
that several jets from young stars are highly collimated
within 30 - 50 AU from the source star with jet widths
of the order of tens of AU, although their initial opening
angle is rather large, e.g., > 60o, Ray et al (1996). There
is also a long catalogue of jets associated with AGN and
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possibly supermassive black holes (Jones and Wehrle 1994,
Biretta 1996). To a less extend, jets are also associated with
older mass losing stars and planetary nebulae, (Livio 1997),
symbiotic stars (Kafatos 1996), black hole X-ray transients
(Mirabel & Rodriguez 1996), supersoft X-ray sources (Ka-
habka & Trumper 1996), low- and high-mass X-ray binaries
and cataclysmic variables (Shahbaz et al 1997). Even for
the two spectacular rings seen with the HST in SN87A, it
has been proposed that they may be inscribed by two pre-
cessing jets from an object similar to SS433 on a hourglass-
shaped cavity which has been created by nonuniform winds
of the progenitor star (Burderi and King, 1995, Burrows et
al 1995).
In the theoretical front, the morphologies of collimated
outflows have been studied, to a rst approximation, in the
framework of ideal stationary or time-dependent magneto-
hydrodynamics (MHD). In stationary studies, after the pio-
neering 1-D (spherically symmetric) works of Parker (1963),
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Weber & Davis (1967) and Michel (1969), it was Suess
(1972) and Nerney & Suess (1975) who rst modelled the
2-D (axisymmetric) interaction of magnetic elds with rota-
tion in stellar winds, by a linearisation of the MHD equations
in inverse Rossby numbers. Although their perturbation ex-
pansion is not uniformly convergent but diverges at innity,
they found a poleward deflection of the streamlines of the so-
lar wind caused by the toroidal magnetic eld. Blandford &
Payne (1982) subsequently demonstrated that astrophysical
jets may be accelerated magnetocentrifugally from Keple-
rian accretion disks, if the poloidal eldlines are inclined by
an angle of 60o, or less, to the disk midplane (but see also,
Contopoulos & Lovelace (1994), Shu et al, 1994, Cao, 1997,
Meier et al 1997). This study introduced the "bead on a rigid
wire" picture, although these solutions are limited by the
fact that they contain singularities along the system’s axis
and also terminate at nite heights above the disk. Saku-
rai (1985) extended the Weber & Davis (1969) equatorial
solution to all space around the star by iterating numeri-
cally between the Bernoulli and transeld equations; thus, a
polewards deflection of the poloidal eldlines was found not
only in an initially radial magnetic eld geometry, but also
in a split-monopole one appropriate to disk-winds, Sakurai
(1987). The methodology of meridionally self-similar exact
MHD solutions with a variable polytropic index was rst
introduced by Low & Tsinganos (1986) and Tsinganos &
Low (1989) in an eort to model the heated axisymmetric
solar wind. Heyvaerts & Norman (1989) have shown analyt-
ically that the asymptotics of a particular eldline in non
isothermal polytropic outflows is parabolic if it does not en-
close a net current to innity; and, if a eldline exists which
does enclose a net current to innity, then, somewhere in
the flow there exists a cylindrically collimated core. Later,
Bogovalov (1995) showed analytically that there always ex-
ists a eldline in the outflowing part of a rotating magne-
tosphere which encloses a nite total poloidal current and
therefore the asymptotics of the outflow always contains a
cylindrically collimated core. In that connection, it has been
shown in Bogovalov (1992) that the poloidal eldlines are de-
flected towards the polar axis for the split monopole geome-
try and relativistic or nonrelativistic speeds of the outflowing
plasma. Sauty & Tsinganos (1994) have self-consistently de-
termined the shape of the eldlines from the base of the out-
flow to innity for nonpolytropic cases and provided a sim-
ple criterion for the transition of their asymptotical shape
from conical (in inecient magnetic rotators) to cylindrical
(in ecient magnetic rotators). They have also conjectured
that as a young star spins down loosing angular momentum,
its collimated jet-type outflow becomes gradually a conically
expanding wind. Nevertheless, the degree of the collimation
of the solar wind at large heliocentric distances remains still
observationally unconrmed, since spacecraft observations
still oer ambiguous evidence on this question. Another in-
teresting property of collimated outflows has emerged from
studies of various self-similar solutions, namely that in a
large portion of them cylindrical collimation is obtained only
after some oscillations of decaying amplitude in the jet-width
appear (Vlahakis & Tsinganos 1997). Radially self-similar
models with cylindrical asymptotics for self-collimated and
magnetically dominated outflows from accretion disks have
been constructed in Ostriker (1997). All existing cases of
self-similar, jet- or, wind-type exact MHD solutions can be
unied by a systematic analytical treatment wherein the
available today examples of exact solutions emerge as special
cases of a general formulation while at the same time new
families with various asymptotical shapes, with (or without)
oscillatory behaviour emerge as a byproduct of this system-
atic method (Vlahakis & Tsinganos, 1998). Altogether, some
general trends on the behaviour of stationary, analytic, ax-
isymmetric MHD solutions for MHD outflows seem to be
well at hand.
However, observations seem to indicate that jets may
inherently be variable. Thus, time-dependent simulations
may be useful for a detailed comparison with the observa-
tions. Uchida & Shibata (1985) were the rst to perform
time-dependent simulations and demonstrate that a verti-
cal disk magnetic eld if twisted by the rotation of the disk
can launch bipolar plasma ejections through the torsional
Alfven waves it generates. However, this mechanism applies
to fully episodic plasma ejections and no nal stationary
state is reached to be compared with stationary studies.
Similar numerical simulations of episodic outflows from Ke-
plerian disks driven by torsional Alfven waves on an initially
vertical magnetic eld have been presented by Ouyed & Pu-
dritz (1997a,b). Goodson et al (1997) have proposed a time-
dependent jet launching and collimating mechanism which
produces a two-component outflow: hot, well collimated jet
around the rotation axis and a cool but slower disk-wind.
Stationary MHD jet-type outflows have been found in the
study of Romanova et al (1997), as the asymptotic state
of numerical simulations wherein a small initial velocity is
given in the plasma in a tapered monopole-like magnetic
eld. Numerical viscosity however results in nonparallel flow
and magnetic elds in the poloidal plane in the limited grid
space of integration. Washimi & Shibata (1993) modelled
axisymmetric thermo-centrifugal winds with a dipole mag-
netic flux distribution B2p() / (3 cos2  + 1) on the stel-
lar surface (and a radial eld in Washimi 1990). In this
case the magnetic pressure distribution varies approximately
as B2φ / B2p sin2  such that it has a maximum at about
cos−12o  −1=3, or, 0  55o. As a result, the flow and
flux is directed towards the pole and the equator from the
midlatitudes around o. The study was performed for uni-
form in latitude rotation rates and up to 60 solar radii in
the equatorial plane. Bogovalov (1996, 1997) modelled nu-
merically the eects of the Lorentz force in accelerating and
collimating a cold plasma with an initially monopole-type
magnetic eld, in a region limited also by computer time,
i.e., the near zone to the central spherical object.
This paper presents an extension of the previous results
to large distances from the star by using a new method for
the continuation of the small simulation box solution to very
large distances. It also examines the eciency of magnetic
rotators of various strengths in transforming rotational en-
ergy to directed kinetic energy and how a wide range of rota-
tion rates aects the poloidal geometry of a magnetic eld.
In order to achieve these objectives, the rather complicated
nature of the problem requires that we start by limiting the
investigation to the simplest model of cold plasma flow in
a uniform in latitude monopole magnetic eld along which
there is an outflow with velocity Vo, as the initial condition.
This simplication allows us to better study and understand
the nonlinear eects of the magnetocentrifugal forces alone
in shaping the nal stationary conguration. At the same
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time, however, it does not allow us to perform a direct com-
parison of the obtained results with observations. Clearly
this is not the goal of the present paper since for such a
comparison we need to include gravity and thermal pres-
sure in our computations. Such a study has been already
performed in the context of the solar wind and it will be
presented elsewhere.
The paper is organised as follows. In Secs. 2 and 3,
the initial conguration used together with the method for
the numerical simulation in the nearest zone is discussed. In
Secs. 4 and 5 the analytical method for extending the inte-
gration to unlimited large distances outside the near zone
are briefly described. In Secs. 6 and 7 we discuss the results
in the near zone containing the critical surfaces and in the
asymptotic regime of the collimated outflow, for a uniform
rotation. In Sec. 8 a rotation law appropriate for an accre-
tion disk is used, while in Sec. 9 we briefly discuss results of
a relativistic modelling. A brief summary is nally given in
the last Section 9.
2 THE MODEL OF A ROTATOR WITH A
MONOPOLE-LIKE MAGNETIC FIELD AND
THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS PAPER
A general analysis of the asymptotical properties of nonrel-
ativistic or relativistic magnetized winds has been already
performed, e.g., Heyvaerts and Norman (1989), Chiueh et al
(1991), Bogovalov (1995). The main conclusions from such
studies can be summarized as follows:
(i) At large distances from the central source the poloidal
magnetic eld is similar (although not exactly the same)
to a split-monopole eld,
(ii) there exist cylindrically collimated and radially expand-
ing eld lines, while the total electric current enclosed
by any magnetic surface is nonzero,
(iii) several physical quantities accross the jet can be ex-
pressed by simple formulas, under certain conditions.
The model of an axisymmetric rotator with a monopole-
like magnetic eld was rst used by Michel (1969) for the
investigation of the cold plasma flow in the absense of grav-
ity in a prescribed poloidal magnetic eld. Later this model
was used by Sakurai (1985) in an attempt to solve selfcon-
sistently the problem of the nonrelativistic plasma outflow
from a stellar object. This model may be used to the study
of plasma outflow from the magnetospheres of various cos-
mic objects under the following conditions:
(1) We are interested in the plasma flow at large distances
where all magnetic eld lines are open. In this case, the
eld of any axisymmetric rotator, no matter what is
the nature of the central object, becomes the eld of
the so-called split-monopole in the far zone. In other
words, the condition that should be fullled is that the
distance to the central source should be much larger
than all the dimensions of the central source (see also
Heyvaerts & Norman 1989, Bogovalov 1995). The solu-
tion for the split monopole eld can be easily obtained
from a monopole-like solution by a simple reversing of
the magnetic eld in one of the hemispheres.
(2) In considering the plasma flow at such large distances it
is natural to neglect gravity. Thermal pressure however
may play an important role even at large distances from
the central object (Bogovalov 1995). But in this paper
we are interested to isolate the eects arising purely
from the magnetic eld. Thus, to make our analysis
as simple as possible, in this paper we neglect thermal
pressure too.
(3) We are also interested to study the magnetocentrifu-
gal acceleration of the plasma. This acceleration process
can be studied with a monopole like magnetic eld re-
garded as a rst approximation to the more realistic ac-
celeration in a dipole-like magnetic eld with open eld
lines. Gravity and thermal pressure can be neglected in
this case (Michel 1969).
The previous claims (i) - (iii) are the result of a rather gen-
eral analysis. Among the main goals of the present work is
to verify these general conclusions in the context of the split
monopole model and assumptions (1) - (3).
3 THE PROBLEM IN THE NEAREST ZONE.
To obtain a stationary solution of the problem in the nearest
zone of the star containing the critical surfaces, it is needed
to solve the complete system of the time-dependent MHD
equations and look for an asymptotic stationary state. In
order to isolate the eects of the magnetic eld in determin-
ing the shape of the streamlines, we shall neglect gravity
and thermal pressure gradients, as discussed above. With
these simplications, the flow of the nonrelativistic plasma
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where we have used cylindrical coordinates (z; r; ’),  is the
density, ~V the flow eld and ~B the magnetic eld with a
poloidal magnetic flux denoted by  (z; r).
A correct solution of the problem requires a specica-
tion of the appropriate boundary conditions at some spher-
ical boundary R = Ro of the integration.
1. A constant plasma density o at R = Ro.
2. A constant total plasma speed Vo in the corotating frame




(z,o) +(V(ϕ,o)−Ωro)2 = V 2o
3. A constant and uniform in latitude distribution of the
magnetic flux function  =  o at R = Ro.
4. Finally, the continuity of the tangential component of the
electric eld across the stellar surface in the corotating frame
gives the last condition, (V(ϕ,o)−Ωro)B(p,o)−V(p,o)B(ϕ,o) =
0.
We shall use dimensionless variables, Z = z=Ra, X =
r=Ra,  = tV0=Ra where Ra is the Alfven spherical radius
of an initially radial, monopole-like, nonrotating magnetic





This parameter  characterizes the influence of the magnetic
eld and rotation on the acceleration and collimation of the
plasma. It is proportional to the time the plasma spends in
the subAlfvenic region in each period of rotation. Note that
although the governing equations (1-7) do not depend on ,
the nal solution does depend on  through the boundary
conditions at the base of the integration R = Ro (condition
4).
As we shall see, the solution in the nearest zone will
relax after sucient time to a stationary state. This station-
ary state will be next used as the input for specifying the
boundary conditions in the super-fast magnetosonic region.
In this way we shall be able to obtain a complete solution of
the stationary problem, from the base up to large distances
downstream.
4 THE STATIONARY PROBLEM
Below we shall consider that the plasma may be relativis-
tic, or nonrelativistic and as before we shall neglect gravity
and thermal pressure. By Up = γVp=c and Uϕ = γVϕ=c, we
denote the poloidal and azimuthal 4-speeds where Vϕ is the
azimuthal and Vp the poloidal components of the velocity
while γ is the Lorentz factor of the plasma. In the follow-
ing subsection we review the basic quantities which remain
invariant along a poloidal streamline  = const: and ex-
press momentum balance along such a poloidal streamline.
In the next subsection we adopt a new coordinate system for
dealing with the transeld equation expressing momentum
balance across the poloidal streamlines.
4.1 MHD Integrals
As is well known, the stationary MHD equations admit four
integrals. They are:
() The ratio of the poloidal magnetic and mass fluxes,
cF ( )




() The total angular momentum per unit mass L( ),
rcUϕ − cFrBϕ = L( ) : (10)
(γ) The corotation frequency Ω( ) in the frozen-in condition
cUϕBp − cUpBϕ = rγBpΩ( ) : (11)
() The total energy c2W ( ) in the equation for total energy
conservation,
γc2 − cF ( )rΩ( )Bϕ = c2W ( ) : (12)
4.2 The transfield equation in the coordinates
(ψ, η).
Momentum balance across the poloidal eldlines is expressed
by the transeld equation which determines and their shape.
This is a rather complicated nonlinear partial dierential
equation of mixed elliptic/hyperbolic type. For analysing
the behaviour of the plasma at large distances, it occured
to us that it is rather convenient to work with this trans-
eld equation in an orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system
( ; ) formed by the tangent to the poloidal magnetic eld
line ^ = p^ and the rst normal towards the center of curva-
ture of the poloidal lines,  ^ = r =jr j (Sakurai, 1990). A
geometrical interval in these coordinates can be expressed
as
(dr)2 = g2ψd 
2 + g2ηd
2 + r2d’2 ; (13)
where gψ; gη are the corresponding line elements or compo-
nents of the metric tensor.
If T ij is the energy-momentum tensor of the plasma
flow (~V ) and electromagnetic eld ( ~E; ~B) (Landau & Lif-
shitz 1975), the equation @Tψk=@xk = 0 (with covariant


























= 0 : (14)
The rst term in this equation is the gradient of the
pressure of the electromagnetic eld, while the second is the
sum of the inertial terms due to the motion of the plasma
in the azimuthal direction and also due to the tension of the
toroidal magnetic eld. To better understand the physical
meaning of the last term, note that since ^ is perpendicular









where Rc is the radius of curvature of the poloidal magnetic
eld lines, with Rc positive if the center of curvature is in
the domain between the line and the axis of rotation and
negative in the opposite case.























− [Up − F ( )(1− (rΩ=c)
2)Bp]
4rRcF ( )
= 0 : (16)
From this equation, it may be seen that the last term is the
sum of the inertia of plasma and elds, connected with the
motion of the plasma and Poynting flux along the poloidal
eld line and tension of the poloidal eld line.
4.3 The transfield equation for nonrelativistic
plasmas with gravity and thermal
pressure included
For completeness of the picture we present briefly here
the transeld equation for a nonrelativistic plasma flow to
demonstrate that our method of solution of the stationary
problem in the hyperbolic region can be applied directly
to this case too. The energy momentum conservation equa-
tion in the presence of gravity in the nonrelativistic limit is
modied as @Tψk=@xk = −@=@xψ, where Tψk is again
the energy-momentum tensor,  = −GM=R is the gravi-
tational potential of the star with mass M and G is the
gravitational constant. This equation has the following form































All other equations, describing the flow of plasma along
eld lines will be the same except the energy conservation








+ − cF ( )rΩ( )Bϕ = W ( )c2 : (18)
where  is the polytropic index of the plasma.
5 THE SOLUTION IN THE FAR ZONE.
It is convenient to solve the transeld equation in the sys-
tem of the curvilinear coordinates introduced above. The
unknown variables are z(;  ) and r(;  ). Therefore we
need to know the quantities gη, gψ, rψ, zψ, rη, zη, where
rη = @r=@, zη = @z=@, rψ = @r=@ , zψ = @z=@ .
First, the metric coecient gη is obtained from the
transeld equation (14),
gη = exp (
ψ∫
0
G(;  )d ) ; (19)
where













V 2ϕ − 14pi (B2ϕ − E2)
][
V 2p − 14pi (B2p − E2)
] ; (20)
for a cold plasma. For a nonrelativistic flow with nite ther-
mal pressure and gravity the function G will have the form















V 2ϕ − 14piB2ϕ
][
V 2p − 14piB2p
] : (21)
The lower limit of the integration in Eq. (19) is chosen to
be 0 such that the coordinate  is uniquely dened. In this
way  coincides with the coordinate z where the surface of
constant  crosses the axis of rotation.
Second, the metric coecient gψ is given in terms of the





To obtain the expressions of rψ, zψ, rη, zη we may use
the orthogonality condition
rηrψ + zηzψ = 0 ; (23)
and also the fact that they are related to the metric coe-











Thus, by combining the condition of orthogonality (23)









with gη calculated by the expression (19). For the numerical
solution of the system of equations (26 - 27) a two step Lax-
Wendro method is used on a lattice with a dimension equal
to 1000.
Equations (26 - 27) should be supplemented by appro-
priate boundary conditions on some initial surface of con-
stant . The equations for rψ, zψ dening this initial surface












We need to specify on this surface the integrals
F ( ); L( );Ω( ) and W ( ) as the boundary conditions for
the initial value problem. To specify the initial surface of
constant  and the above integrals, we use the results of the
solution of the problem in the nearest zone when a station-
ary solution is obtained for the time-dependent problem.
6 RESULTS IN THE NEAREST ZONE FOR
UNIFORM ROTATION, Ω( ) = ΩO
As the star starts rotating, in the initially radial magne-
tosphere an MHD wave propagates outwards carrying the
eect of the rotation and deflecting the eldlines polewards
by the Lorentz force (Fig. 1).
At times suciently long after the shock wave has
reached the end boundary of the simulation (t >> 1), a
